Three novel CYP17A1 gene mutations (A82D, R125X, and C442R) found in combined 17α-hydroxylase/17,20-lyase deficiency.
The aim of this study was to analyze the structure and functional consequences of 3 novel mutations (A82D, R125X, and C442R) of the CYP17A1 gene found in 2 patients with combined 17α-hydroxylase/17,20-lyase deficiency (17OHD). Two Chinese 46, XY female patients were diagnosed with 17OHD based on clinical findings and biochemical results. The CYP17A1 gene was analyzed by polymerase chain reaction direct sequencing. An in vitro expression system was performed in HEK293 cells to analyze the mutant P450c17 activity compared with the wild type. Analysis of the CYP17A1 gene sequences in patient 1 showed compound heterozygous mutations A82D (g.417 C > A) in exon 1 and Y329fs (g.4869 T > A, 4871del) in exon 6; DNA sequencing analysis in patient 2 revealed compound heterozygous mutations R125X (g.2045 C > T) in exon 2 and C442R (g.6457 T > C) in exon 8. The mutations A82D, R125X, and C442R have not been reported previously. The functional study demonstrated that the A82D, R125X, and C442R mutations almost completely eliminate enzymatic activity. These results, which indicate that Ala 82 and Cys 442 are crucial for both 17-hydroxylase and 17,20-lyase activities, help define the structure-function relationship of the CYP17A1 gene. The novel mutations A82D, R125X, and C442R further clarify the patients' clinical manifestations of combined 17OHD.